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We gave him wisdom and decisive judgment.
This Sijill article is the first of a tenpart-series by Shehzada Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin on the detailed events after
the wafaat of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin Aqa RA.
On the solemn and holy occasion of
the 3rd Urus Mubarak of our beloved Aqa
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA we
present the first part of this 10-part-series
about the monumental, tragic, and historic
events which took place at the time of wafaat of Syedna Burhanuddin RA and until
the wafaat of his waaris and mansoos, the
53rd Dai, Aqa Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin
RA.
These were the minutes, hours, days,
and months that shaped, and will shape, the
future of Dawat and Mumineen for generations to come. These were times of tragedy,
pain, and sorrow, but also times of steadfastness, resolve, vision, and action.
In short, history has been unfolding
in front of our eyes. Generations to come
will look back on these events and take
lessons from these stories with admiration
for the makers of this history: the Duat of

Aal-e-Mohammed, Syedna Taher Saifuddin
RA, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA,
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, and today
bearing the mantle, our beloved 54th Dai,
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS.
Part 1- The Decision of a Dai to Sacrifice for Haq
Immense grief, tragic and unbearable
loss, and the enormity of the task ahead.
When our Aqa Mola Syedna Mohammed
Burhanuddin RA passed away, his Mazoon
and successor, now 53rd Dai, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA was faced with one
of the biggest challenges of his long and
steadfast service of Dai and Dawat. But the
weight of the responsibility lay on experienced and wise shoulders.
I was right there, with Syedna Qutbuddin, Bawajisaheb. Even so, there is no
measure by which to calculate the almost
insurmountable pressure which Syedna
Qutbuddin faced in that moment. To leave
everything, Saify Mahal, the life Syedna
Qutbuddin had known for more than 50
years, the inevitable tragic consequences
to his family; to fulfil his duty to and Syedna

Mohammed Burhanuddin, Syedna Taher
Saifuddin and to Imam uz-zaman. On the
one hand the pressure, chaos and heat of
the situation seemed inescapable, but on
the other, the Mazoon of 50 years, the mansoos of Syedna Burhanuddin, now Dai-zZaman, inspired by the Imam, had absolute
clarity as to what he had to do.
The decision came in moments and
it was emphatic: Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin would proceed to Darus Sakina, his
bungalow in Thane, and announce to the
world that he was the Mansoos of Syedna
Burhanuddin and the 53rd Dai al-Mutlaq.
Syedna Qutbuddin was mindful of the need
to make the announcement immediately
so that he could lead the janaza namaaz of
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin.
Day 1: A Sun among Duat sets on the
horizon of the Imam
It was as if the world had come to an
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end. Apocalypse. Syedna Mohammad Burhanuddin,who was
our life-giving sun, our world,
had passed away. The tidal wave
that struck the ship of Dawat was
the biggest since Syedna Taher
Saifuddin passed away 50 years
ago. This wave was followed by
a wave of la’anat and violence
against Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin by Shehzada Mufaddal
Saifuddin and his group.
The tragic news came
when Syedna Qutbuddin was at
a clinic in Colaba, Mumbai, for
cataract surgery, in the surgery room. At that time, about 11am, a
call came to my phone from someone at Saify Mahal saying that
everyone was gathering at Syedna Burhanuddin’s private apartment and it seems very serious. Within about 10 minutes a second
call came confirming the tragic news that Syedna Mohammed
Burhanuddin had indeed passed away. Grief stricken we went to
araz to Bawajisaheb. I could tell he had already read it in our eyes
before I even spoke of the tragic news.
The doctors said that it was necessary to remain in the recovery room for 3-4 hours, but Bawajisaheb Maula called the surgeon
and informed him of the tragic events, and said to him that, “I have
to leave now, so please do whatever you can within the next few
minutes”. We then rushed to Saify Mahal, and proceeded directly to
Syedna Burhanuddin’s apartments where the janaza mubaraka lay.
Syedna Qutbuddin paid his respects to the janaza mubaraka. He kissed the forehead and the feet of Syedna Burhanuddin.
Although just out of eye surgery, Bawajisaheb said he wanted to
do sajda. The doctors had cautioned him strictly against bending
down for two weeks because of the surgery. We got some cushions
which were lying on the side and Bawajisaheb Maula did sajda to
Burhanuddin Maula on the cushions.
From there Syedna Qutbuddin returned to his apartment in
Saify Mahal, prayed Zohr and Asr namaaz, and took the decision to
go to Darus Sakina and make the announcement. The announcement could not be made from Saify Mahal. The intentions of those
now taking control of the Dawat infrastructure were very clear. They
wanted control at all costs, and they would go to any lengths to
keep and further that control - which they had proven by their track
record so far. If Syedna Qutbuddin was to be able to freely make his
announcement to the world, and then carry on his mission as the
53rd Dai al-Mutlaq, it could not be from Saify Mahal, surrounded by
those who would go to any lengths to harm and try to destroy his
mission. Syedna Qutbuddin’s freedom and well-being was essential
for the continuity of Dawat.
Mumineen Muhibbeen Mukhliseen had gatheredoutside
Syedna Qutbuddin’s apartment in Saify Mahal. I conveyed to them
that Qutbuddin Maula would be proceeding to Darus Sakina forthwith.
We all started quickly packing, not knowing when we would
be returning. I asked my wife to take the children and go to our flat
next to Saify Mahal and pack whatever she could.
We loaded the bags into the cars. Between about 5pm and
6pm Syedna Qutbuddin left Saify Mahal. News spread and many
Mumineen Muhibbeen khidmat guzars also made their way to
Darus Sakina sensing that something was happening. As we passed
Rozat Tahera on the JJ flyover, Syedna Qutbuddin had the car
stopped to pray salaam on Syedna Taher Saifuddin. As we stopped
in front of Rozat Tahera we heard the azaan from a close-by Masjid.
Syedna Qutbuddin prayed Maghrib and Isha namaaz on the
way to Darus Sakina.

Immediately after we arrived at Darus Sakina, Syedna Qutbuddin set about preparing for the announcement. Mumineen continued to gather, from Mumbai, and around India.
The first thing Syedna Qutbuddin did was to write a letter to
then-Mukasir, Shehzada Husain Husamuddin and Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin laying out the
facts about the Nass of Syedna
Burhanuddin on Syedna Qutbuddin, and stating that as the successor of Syedna Burhanuddin,
Syedna Qutbuddin is the rightful
person to lead the janaza namaz.
In the letter Syedna Qutbuddin
also asserted that Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin should indicate
to Syedna Qutbuddin that he or
his men will not cause disruption
at the janaza of Syedna Burhanuddin, if Syedna Qutbuddin
comes to lead the namaaz.
By this time hundreds of
Mumineen had gathered in Darus Sakina and were waiting, it was
late night by now, around 2am on the 18th of January 2014.
Syedna Qutbuddin arrived in the bethak hall at Darus Sakina
at around 2.30am on this same night, where Mumineen had already
gathered. With immense grief and sorrow Syedna Qutbuddin first
told the gathering and the world - as his announcement was made
public - that our Aqa and Dai Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin has
gone to his heavenly abode; that Syedna Qutbuddin had been appointed as Mansoos by Syedna Burhanuddin 50 years ago at the
same time that he was appointed Mazoon; that the claims made
by Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin were false; that taking advantage
of the health of Syedna Burhanuddin Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin and his coterie had staged his appointment, and attempted
to defraud and beguile lakhs of Mumineen; that he had written to
Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin for Syedna Qutbuddin to lead the
namaaz on the janaza mubaraka of Syedna Burhanuddin.
In a heart rending moment, Syedna Qutbuddin held high the
Quran Majeed from which Syedna Taher Saifuddin used to pray and
said that, still, if someone doubts what I am saying, I am holding
this Quran and swearing by Allah Ta’ala that I am the successor of
the 52nd Dai.
The flag of Haqq, lahu Dawatul Haq, had been firmly lodged.
A moment which
history will remember as the moment
when Dawat ul-Haqq
and Mumineen were
saved by the resolve,
and the sacrifice, of
Syedna
Khuzaima
Qutbuddin, the true
successor of Syedna
Qutbuddin Shaheed
RA.
What unfolded in the next few days no one could imagine,
Syedna Qutbuddin was prevented from going to the Janaza of Aqa
Burhanuddin; Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin violated the rites due
to Janaza of Dai al-Haqq; attacks and violence from small fanaticised groups at Darus Sakina; cursing and disdainful behaviour towards Syedna Qutbuddin. Yet all this was countered by the iron will
of those who remained steadfast with Syedna Qutbuddin to endure
and prevail.
Further details will continue in Part 2 of this series insha’allah.
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Qur’an Majeed Series
Introduction and Chapter 1 - Shehzada Dr.
Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin’s Qur’an
Majeed Video Series
We are pleased to present the We are pleased to present on the most auspicious occasion of Milad-un-Nabi the first
chapter of Shehzada Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin’s Qur’an
Majeed Series on the Fatemi Dawat YouTube channel. In this
Qur’an Majeed Series, Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb beautifully
recites ayaats from the Qur’an, and, based on bayaans from our
Awliyaullah and Hudaat,explains the necessity to understand the
deeper meaning of these ayats so that we can apply them in our
daily lives.
Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb is Haafizul Qur’an and with
raza and doa of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA spent
many years in Cairo, Egypt, where he learned the art of recitation of the Qur’an (tarteel and tajweed) from some of the most
stalwart and well-known reciters. He has been invited to recite
Qur’an at eminent conferences and functions by various universities and communities around the world, including the prestigious Qur’an Conference at the University of London. When in
high school, with doa mubarak of Syedna Burhanuddin RA and
Syedna Qutbuddin RA, he stood first in a city-wide inter-school
recitation competition in Cairo. He received sabaq from Syedna
Burhanuddin RA and Syedna Qutbuddin RA about the meanings
of the Qur’an. With their raza and doa, he also received a doctorate degree (PhD) in 2009 from the University of Cambridge, UK, in
the Qur’an and its interpretation according to the Fatimid Imams.
Series Introduction Video (18 minutes)
In this introduction video, Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb
explains the motivation behind the Qur’an series and what it
endeavors to accomplish. First, he emphasizes and explains the
fundamental importance of the Qur’an Majeed. He then quotes
Quranic ayats that demonstrate the Qur’an Majeed’s all encompassing nature and its critical role in every day and age for guid-

ance. Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb explains that ayats in the
Qur’an have a zaahir (literal meaning) and a taawil (hidden meaning), but that often, it is only the taawil meaning that is meant.
The literal meaning in such ayats is not applicable as it does not –
upon a close examination – provide a rationally understandable
interpretation. Such ayats serve as irrefutable indicators towards
the existence of deeper hidden meaning in the Qur’an viz. taawil,
and emphasize the need for an interpreter in each day and age
who is the true inheritor of the knowledge of the Qur’an from
Rasulullah SA viz. the Imam and Dai.
Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb points out that in each
chapter of this series, he will put forward one example from such
ayats where the literal meaning is not meant, and only the taawil
is to be taken as the true interpretation.
Chapter 1 Video (12 minutes): Surat al-Kahf, Ayats 74 and 80
In the first chapter, Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb elaborates on
the meaning of the Quranic ayats that narrate Nabi Musa’s SA
questioning of a learned man who killed a young person because
he felt that, in the future, the boy would betray his parents. Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb explains why this zahir meaning is not
applicable, and therefore the ayats’ true meaning is in its taawil.
Click here to view the videos on FatemiDawat.com

Announcement & Amal Details

52nd Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA Urus – Tabarrukaatu
Ayyamil-Urs
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Maghrib Isha
Namaz on the 14mi, 15mi and 16mi raat of Rabiul Awwal in Bakersfield, California, USA (Monday December 12th, Tuesday December 13th and Wednesday December 14th). Urus Majlis will be
followed by Salawaat Jaman. On Urus Mubarak Night, Darees will
be prayed on Niyyat of Syedna Hatim RA, Syedna Taher Saifuddin
RA and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA.
In Mumbai Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin
will preside over Urus Majlis on eve of 14th, 15th and 16th of Rabiul Awwal (Monday 12th Dec, Tuesday 13th Dec and Wednesday
14th Dec) after Maghrib Isha Namaaz. The Urus Night Majlis on
16mi Rabiul Awwal will be broadcast live and will be available for
replay using this link.
These are days for us to recite Qur’an Majeed on the niyyat of Syedna Burhanuddin RA. These are days for us to remember and offer shukur for his countless ihsanaat on us. These are
days for us to pray salaam on Syedna Burhanuddin and seek his
nazaraat from ‘aalamul Quds (heaven) and with his tawassul beseech doa to Allah Ta’ala. Mumineen are urged to follow these
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amal details (click here to view amal details on 14mi, 15mi, and
16mi on FatemiDawat.com).
Mumineen are also urged to read,
•“Syedna Burhanuddin’s Legacy” (from Sijill 103),
•“Qasida Me’awiyyah Photo Book” (from Sijill 98),
•Sabar & Shukur – Remembrance of Our Beloved Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA (from Sijill 47).
Mas’uls (Coordinators) in each town will inform local mumineen about their respective
Majlis programs. In towns where coordinators are listed, please contact them directly
for further details.
After the wafaat of the 51st Dai Syedna Taher Saifuddin on 19th Rajab 1385H, his
successor the 52nd Dai, Syedna Mohammed
Burhanuddin RA, resolved that the 51st Dai’s
Urus Mubarak would be commemorated for three days: the 17th,
18th and 19th of Rajab. Syedna Burhanuddin RA gave the historic name Ayyamul Barakaatil Khuldiyya (the days of heavenly
barakaat). The numerical value of Ayyamul Barakaatil Khuldiyya
is 1386, which is the year of the first Urus of Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA.
Following the tradition of his predecessor, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA resolved in 1436H that the Urus Mubarak of
the 52nd Dai, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, will be commemorated on the 14th, 15th and 16th of Rabiul Awwal. Syedna
Qutbuddin RA gave the historic name Tabarrukatu Ayyamil Urs
(seeking the barakaat of the days of the Urus). The numerical value of these words is 1436, the year of Syedna Burhanuddin’s first
Urus. An additional historic name is ‘Sa’aadatu ‘ursi Syedna Mohammed Burahnuddin’ (the auspiciousness/blessedness of the
‘Urs of Syedna Mohammed Burahnuddin). The numerical value
of these words is also 1436.

asdfasfasdfas Mas’uls (Coordinators) in each town will inform local mumineen about their respective Majlis programs. In towns
where coordinators are listed, please contact them directly for
further details.
After the wafaat of the 51st Dai Syedna Taher Saifuddin on 19th Rajab 1385H, his successor the 52nd Dai, Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, resolved that the 51st Dai’s Urus
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Urus Mubarak of the 52nd Dai, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin
RA, will be commemorated on the 14th, 15th and 16th of Rabiul
Awwal. Syedna Qutbuddin RA gave the historic name Tabarrukatu Ayyamil Urs (seeking the barakaat of the days of the Urus).
The numerical value of these words is 1436, the year of Syedna
Burhanuddin’s first Urus. An additional historic name is ‘Sa’aadatu
‘ursi Syedna Mohammed Burahnuddin’ (the auspiciousness/
blessedness of the ‘Urs of Syedna Mohammed Burahnuddin). The
numerical value of these words is also 1436.
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Announcement & Amal Details

Milad un Nabi SA
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Milad
un Nabi SA Khushi Majlis
on 12th Rabiul Awwal (Sunday, 11th December) in
Bakersfield, California, USA
at 11am followed by Zohr
Asar namaaz. All Mumineen
are invited for salawaat and
khushi jaman. For venue and
other details please email
info@FatemiDawat.com
In Mumbai, Shehzada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb
Saifuddin will lead Maghrib
Isha Namaz and preside over
Milad un Nabi Khushi Majlis
on 12mi raat Rabiul Awwal
(Saturday 10th December)
in Darus Sakina, insha’allah.
All Mumineen are invited for
salawaat and khushi jaman. The Majlis live broadcast will begin at
6:30 PM IST and will be available for replay after broadcast using
this link. On this auspic;ious occasion, Mumineen are urged to
follow these amal details
Mumineen should recite qasida mubaraka Tahan-nabi
yyul Mustafa Khayrul Wara composed by Syedna Taher Saifuddin

RA (PDF with English translation and audio on FatemiDawat.
com)
Mumineen should recite
qasida mubaraka Salla ‘Ala
Muhammadin
Rabbuhu
composed by Syedna Taher
Saifuddin RA. Mumineen
should also pray Khatmul
Qur’an for Ummul Mumineen
al-Muqaddasa Amatullah Aaisaheba Aqeelat Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA.
Click here to read this Sijill
Article, “The Eid of Milaad” The Religion of Islam and the
Shari’at of Muhammad” by
Shehzada Dr Aziz Bhaisaheb
Qutbuddin, which urges us
to reflect that as we celebrate
Milad-un-nabi we should also
recognize the greatness of our Prophet and offer thanks for the
path of Shari’at that he showed us. Click here to read this historical article about the Prophet Mohammed’s life written by
Shehzadi Dr. Bazat Tahera Baisaheba. It was published in Islam:
A Short Guide to the Faith in 2011. Click here to view the “Salla
‘Ala Mohammadin Rabbuhu” Module on FatemiMadrasa.com.
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Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
Click here to read more

The Arkaan of Hajj
A Photo eBook
Click here to read more

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi
Doctrine
Everything that you Wanted to know
about Complex Islamic Finance in
Simple Terms
Click here to read more

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-nizaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com
Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ulBisharat’.
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